Welcome to new members Chris &
Kristen Wiklund. Thank you to
Corner Garden Contributors
Joann Rudie & James Tifft.

Neighborhood Wide
Yard & Garage Sales
are this June 9th - 10th
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2012

Corner Gardener Tea
On Sunday, April 29, several
corner gardeners convened at
the home of Shonagh Merits
to enjoy an afternoon tea and
share gardening tips. Kate
Yoshida distributed information about the City of Chicago’s Sustainable Backyard
Program and talked about how
we can all improve the quality of life for native species
in Chicago (including us!) by
installing rain barrels, planting native plants and trees, and
composting.
To cap off the afternoon,
gardeners participated in a
raffle for T-shirts and the
grand prize, a composter! A
big thanks to Shonagh and
Kate for such an enjoyable and
informative afternoon.

Special Thanks to Mr. Lee and
Westwood Liquors for continuous
and generous support of GRO
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More information about the Sustainable Backyard Program and
rebate forms for rain barrels,
plants, trees, and compost bins are
available at:
http://bit.ly/JX4tL8
Anyone interested in adopting
or helping with a corner garden
should contact Nate Hutcheson at
hutcheson.nate@gmail.com.

Tracy Bartholomew

Safety Tip for Runners
Dr. Jim Adams, a veterinarian with
Milaknis Animal Hospital on Western Avenue, told me he has taken
an idea from the military for added
safety when running. He has a pet
identification tag engraved with his
name, an emergency contact phone
number and his blood type tied
into his shoe laces.

Dr. Adams took the idea from his
prior service in the Army and wearing dog tags.
"A lot of times with some special
units they used to also put one tag
in their shoes going back to Korea
or Vietnam," said Dr. Adams.
If a runner is hurt or is found unresponsive, the tag can advise emergency responders. Summer brings
out more people who are running
and biking; a DIY dog tag can give
an extra layer of protection from
heat exhaustion and dangers like
being hit by a car. A tag can be purchased and engraved for a low cost
from a pet store. Consider listing
any medications or allergies you
may have. Dr. Adams advises to
not use a social security number or
any personal information on your
tag.
Shellie Lewis

Protecting Children From
Cyberbullying & Other
Digital Dangers
Detective Alan Krok of the Chicago Police Department spoke at
our local public library last March
about cyberbullying and more
broadly about how to protect children in today’s digital environment.
He spoke about how he works in
a Special Investigation Unit that
deals specifically with internet
crimes involving children. His
earlier years on the task force were
dedicated to finding and arresting
sexual predators, mainly by impersonating a child online and luring
the sexual predator to be
arrested. Over time, Det. Krok’s
area of expertise and investigation has expanded to also include
cyberbullying and harassment,
sexting and investigating online
fight videos.
He gave so much information on
a wide array of subjects, categories are necessary. Det. Krok was
a lively speaker with a mission to
educate people as much as he could
in the time that was available. One
point that was repeated was that
parents need to be aware of what
their children are doing and be proactive in defending their children.
“You’re the first line of defense for
your kids,” he said.
Some of the cases he described
having investigated or solved will
increase anyone’s anxiety about the
pervasive access to the internet and
digital media children have today.
If I had a child, I think I might be
overprotective to the point that
my child’s peers at college would
wonder if he or she had been raised
Amish. It is too easy to see cellular
phones and laptops as benign ap-

pliances. Det. Krok put the fear of
danger into the lot of us
-arming us with detailed information to be more vigilant protectors.
Here’s what I took away from the
lecture:
CYBERBULLYING BASIC
INFORMATION
• Kids today live in an “information acceleration” culture. Bullying
has always been around, but now
incidents of taunting and insults
move at a high rate of speed and
involve many people rather than
being an incident between two
people.
• There is no “cooling off period”
with conflicts. The around-theclock access to communications
through texting, cellular calls,
email, social networking, etc. gives
bullies instant gratification and sustained outlets for harassment.
• Bullying is more brutal now because the attackers can hide behind
computers. It has been Det. Krok’s
experience that the most aggressive
cyberbully is female. “Girls are the
worst bullies of all the cases I’ve
handled,” said Det. Krok. “The
twelve year-old girl is the new
demon of Chicago.”
• Bullies escalate aggression when
there are other participants or a
wide audience. “Participants fuel
bullying by giving attention to the
bully,” said Det. Krok.
“Cyberbullying is the use of
Internet technologies to tease,
humiliate, and harass someone.
It might mean text messages
sent at all hours of the day, or
degrading comments about
someone posted to a website.”
from NetSmartz.org

IS YOUR CHILD BEING
CYBERBULLIED?
• Look for signs of anxiety when
they receive a text message or
email. Notice if they are avoiding the computer and even avoid
discussing the computer.
• Be aware of disruptions in eating or sleeping habits, such as stopping eating or missing sleep.
• Look out for withdrawal from
family or social activities.
• Missing school and playing sick
to avoid school is a danger sign.
• Be alert to signs of fear,
depression or low self-esteem.
Worst case scenarios have led bullied kids to commit suicide.
IS YOUR CHILD A
CYBERBULLY?
• Overcome the “NMK Syndrome” in believing “not my kid”
because kids are kids, and any kid
is capable of mistakes and foolishness. Cyberbullying cuts across
all economic, social and ethnic
demographics. Det. Krok did state
that single parent homes have a
higher risk of a child being a bully
or being bullied because one parent
has less time to monitor the child’s
activities than two.
• Does your child switch or close
programs when you walk by or
suddenly turn off the monitor?
• Is your child sneaking online or
trying to use the computer at all
hours of the day and night?
• Be alert if your child is laughing
excessively when online. Ask them
what is so funny.
• Children that are bullying avoid
discussions about their computer
use or what they are doing online.
• Children that are bullying use
multiple email and social networking accounts or use accounts that
are not their own.

STEPS TO PROTECT YOUR
CHILD
• Educate your child to not respond to bullying. Teach your
child to tsave the evidence and alert
you to any bullying right away.
• Know your child’s email account, password and any online
nicknames or monikers they use.
• Children do not have an expectation of privacy; go stick your nose
in their online use and text messages to keep them honest. Look
into various products that are “a
great insurance policy” for safety.
Parents need to protect their children, not be their buddy. Consider
using sites like SafetyWeb.com to
monitor computer use and apps
like PageChecker.com to monitor
cellular text use. There are many
monitoring products available and
are affordable.
• Go through your child’s Facebook page and ask who everyone
is. Delete anyone that your child
does not know personally. Celebrity, music groups or fan groups
excluded, Facebook is safest when
the sources communicating with
your child are known.
• Keep all Facebook settings to
“private” and do not allow any
“friends of friends” options for
posting or viewing photographs.
Educate your child that Facebook
is public and there are no expectations of actual privacy in social
networking forums.
• Keep access to the computer in
a shared part of the home. Know
when and how your child is using
the computer.
• Know your child’s school’s
policy about cyberbullying. Some
schools have a “zero tolerance”
policy to protect students and will
take action to protect students and
punish perpetrators.

HOW TO DEAL WITH CYBERBULLYING INCIDENTS
• Investigate the source of the
trouble. Save any bullying or
harassing messages as evidence for
police and the school to investigate.
Print out anything online so it cannot be deleted or erased and save
the printed evidence.
• Block or ban the bully from
contacting your child.
• Set up new email and social networking accounts and discontinue
using the old ones.
• Try to deal with police that specialize in internet issues; they will
be best equipped to address your
concerns or problems.

or eradicate from the internet.
• Girls are particularly pressured
to send nude photographs and may
do this to show for affection for a
boy she has romantic feelings for,
or in response to peer pressure and
dares from other girls. Girls may
sext to appease boys demanding
physical sex from them, a sort of
attempt to keep the physical demands and harassment for sex at
bay.
• Keep access to the computer in
a shared part of the home. Computers and laptops in the bedroom
have exponentially greater temptation for children to experiment with
using their own nudity online.
INFORMATION ON SEXUAL
PREDATORS / PEDOPHILES
Sexual Predators / pedophiles
“groom” kids to trust them. Be
aware of the following danger
signs:

SEXTING
• Det. Krok grouped all cellular
phone and internet photographs of
nudity together all as “sexting” and
stated that girls as young as age 11
are prone to try this.
• Hormones and sexual curiosity play a role with boys and girls
sexting, the increase of continual
access to technology has multiplied this problem. The damage
done is irreparable. The minute the
photograph is sent it “goes viral
pretty much instantly,” he said. “If
you send a picture, you lose total
control of it.” The picture can be
sent through countless cell phones
and often will be duplicated in
“pornography funnels” and will
basically be impossible to remove

• Your child is receiving gifts by
mail.
• You notice calls or texts to unknown numbers.
• Your child is withdrawn or turning away from friends and family.
• Your child becomes very upset if
they are not allowed to go online.
• Your child is using a program
in a minimized screen, switches
programs or turns the monitor off
when you walk by.
Det. Krok advised us that predators seeking girls are prone to use
Facebook and false identities to
woo girls romantically. A particular danger on the rise: online
gaming networks, especially for
PlayStation and XBox, are now
the primary hunting grounds for
predators seeking boys. The predators play the games for months on
end, pretending to be a peer then

invite the boy over to play at their
home or meet with them in person,
leading to kidnapping and sexual
assault. Gay-curious or bi-curious
boys searching for information
about human sexuality online are
at extreme risk for being found by
and meeting with sexual predators.
The gay-curious or bi-curious boys
rarely report the sexual contact,
regardless of how they feel about
the outcome, and keep sexual
contact secret not recognizing it as
statutory rape / sexual predation by
an adult.

Shellie Lewis

3 Swift Summer Recipes
Smoothie - Blend together one
banana, 1 cup vanilla yogurt and a
splash of pineapple juice. Puree all
three in a blender. The thickness
of the smoothie depends on how
much pineapple juice you add.
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Deadline for Neighborhood Yard & Garage Sale Sign Up
GRO Meeting @ Luther Memorial Church on the (corner of Campbell & Wilson), 7:30 pm
Horner Park Advisory Council @ Horner Park Fieldhouse, Montrose & California, 7:00 pm
Free general admission at the Museum of Science & Industry (also on June 11th)
Neighborhood Yard & Garage Sale weekend
Gross Park Advisory Council @ Gross Park Fieldhouse, Lawrence & Washtenaw, 6:00 pm
Flag Day
Father’s Day
Free general admission at the Shedd Aquarium
Manor Garden Club meeting, 7:30 pm at Luther Memorial Church

Cold Pasta Salad - Boil tri-color
rotini pasta until tender then rinse
with cold water and drain. Toss
with your favorite Italian salad
dressing. I use most of one bottle
of dressing to one pound of pasta.
Add to taste any combination of
the following ingredients: small
pieces of sun dried tomatoes or
cherry tomatoes; red, yellow or
orange bell peppers; sliced olives;
fresh basil leaves; cubed mozzarella cheese; pepperoni or prosciutto.
It can be prepared hours in advance
of a picnic or event.
GRO Board/Committee Chairs
Membership: Patti Huetteman (5060795); Newsletter: Sara Spitz (2757786); Public Safety: Maria Bappert
(728-8127); Special Events/Fundraising:
Anne Zender (561-4772); Beautification: Bea Tersch (561-0794) (clean up
and graffiti); Mary Conway (907-8502)
(corner gardens); Urban Development:
Abbey Botkin (989-6861) Tom Gunderson (539-1665).
Newsletter drop points
Beans & Bagels, Rockwell & Leland
Carol’s Hair Care, 2556 W. Lawrence
Brown Line Station at Rockwell
Address correspondence to:
newsletter@greaterrockwell.org or
GROnews, P.O. Box 25561
Chicago IL 60625-0561

*A volunteer is needed to deliver to the 4700 Campbell block.
Please email bjtersch@gmail.com if you can help.

Summer Sweet Potato - Wrap your
sweet potato / yam in foil and put it
on the grill for an hour; or prick it
with a fork several times, wrap it in
plastic wrap or waxed paper and
microwave the yam until it is
tender. Mix plain yogurt with
ground cumin to taste. Split open
the cooked yam and drizzle the
yogurt sauce, then add sliced green
scallions. Give it a spicy kick with
a dash of McIlhenny Green Jalapeño Sauce. This is a great way to
get a healthy vegetable on the table.
Shellie Lewis
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